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Abstract- Wireless networks are gaining popularity to its
peak today, as the users want wireless connectivity irrespective
of their geographic position. There is an increasing threat of
attacks on the Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET) . Security is
one of the main issues in the MANET especially with respect to
size and complexity of the network. The main reason of
security issues in manet is that there is no physical link between
the nodes and the nodes are mobile in nature. Consequently
there is no fix topology. Some protocols do not consider the
security issues, treat all the nodes as non-malicious nodes etc.
The aim is to detect and analyze the performance of MANET
using AODV as the routing protocol, under the launch of
wormhole attack in the wireless network. Various types of
wormhole detection algorithms in MANET has been proposed
and studied and particularly a new algorithm for detecting a
malicious node has been proposed. Graphs have come for
network parameters are throughput ratio, total packets
received and packet delivery ratio. All the simulations are done
in ns2.35.
Index terms- MANET,Routing protocols,Wormhole,AODV

I.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile ad hoc network got outstanding success as well as
tremendous attention due to its self maintenance and self
configuration properties or behavior. Mobile Ad-Hoc
Networks are autonomous and decentralized wireless
systems. MANET consists of mobile nodes that are free
Thisinch
moving in and out in the network. Nodes are the systems or
devices i.e. mobile phone, laptop, personal digital assistance,
MP3 player and personal computer that are participating in
the network and are mobile.These nodes can act as
host/router or both at the same time. They can form arbitrary
topologies depending on their connectivity with each other
in the network. These nodes have the ability to configure
themselves and because of their self configuration ability,
they can be deployed urgently without the need of any
infrastructure. Routing protocols is one of the challenging
and interesting research areas. Many routing protocols have
been developed for MANETS, i.e. AODV, OLSR, DSR etc.
Security in Mobile Ad-Hoc Network is the most important
concern for the basic functionality of network. MANET
often suffers from security attacks because of its features
like open medium, changing its topology dynamically, lack

of central monitoring and management, cooperative
algorithms and no clear defense mechanism. These factors
have changed the battle field situation for the MANET
against the security threats.

figure1; Ad hoc networks
The MANET works without a centralized administration
where the nodes communicate with each other on the basis
of mutual trust. This characteristic makes MANET more
vulnerable to be exploited by an attacker inside the network.
Wormhole attack, Black hole attack, Sybil attack, flooding
attack, routing table overflow attack, Denial of Service
(DOS), selfish node misbehaving, impersonation attack are
kind of attacks that a MANET can suffer from. A MANET
is more open to these kinds of attacks because
communication is based on mutual trust between the nodes,
there is no central point for network management, no
authorization facility, vigorously changing topology and
limited resources [5] [20] [21].

II.

RELATED WORK

Neha Rani et.al determined the detection of the
performance of mobile ad-hoc network using AODV as the
routing protocol, under the launch of wormhole attack in the
wireless network using ns2.35 simulator and network
parameters are throughput ratio, total packets received and
packet delivery ratio. For such networks-proactive routing
protocols, reactive routing protocols and hybrid routing
protocols[1] are considered. Manju Ojha et.al compared the
performance of AODV before and under WORMHOLE
attack on different AODV parameters such as on throughput,
route discovery time delay and packet loss using ns2.35
simulator. It gave [2] the complete analysis of AODV
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protocol under wormhole nodes which will help researchers
to find more accurate or better Wormhole avoidance or
prevention techniques. Richa gulati evaluated different
metrics of the proposed protocol from simulation on NS2
on different scenarios i.e. with worm hole attack and without
worm hole attack and there has been a noticeable
improvement in the throughput and energy consumption is
also reduced. Network parameters that are considered for
comparison are throughput and energy comparison. . The
proposed work is free of number of hardware support which
not only increases the cost but also much complicated to
implement [4].
III.

MANET AND ITS PROTOCOLS

A MANET is a type of an ad- hoc network that can
change locations and configure itself on the fly. MANET
can be a model wi-fi connection, or another standard, like a
cellular
or satellite transmission. MANET has many
applications like military, communication, conference
meeting, automated battlefield, creating virtual classrooms.
Topology because nodes are self managed without any pre
existing structure. MANET has different characteristics
bandwidth constraint and limited physical security.
MANET used routing protocols for sending data source to
destination [6] [7] [8] [9]. Routing protocols are organized
as:

figure 2; Sorting of routing protocols [6]

A. REACTIVE ROUTING PROTOCOLS
Reactive protocols tend to decrease the control traffic
messages overhead at the cost of increased latency in
discover a new routes. Source initiated route discovery in
reactive routing protocols and less delay. In reactive
protocols there is no need of distribution of information [5].
It consumes bandwidth when transfer data source to
destination. Reactive Protocols are AODV (ad-hoc on
demand distance vector), DSR (distance vector routing) and
ABR. MANET is also called Mesh network. It is high
adaptable and rapidly deployable network. MANET has a
dynamic topology [11] [12] [13].
a)
AODV
AODV stands for Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector
Routing. It establishes a route to a destination only on
demand AODV is capable of both unicast, broadcast and

multicast routing. AODV have some join feature of DSR
and AODV.AODV avoids the counting to-infinity problem
of other distance-vector protocols by using sequence
numbers on route updates. AODV reacts relatively quickly
to the topological changes in the network and updating only
the hosts that may be affected by the change, using the
RREQ message. Hello messages, be dependable for the
route maintenance, are also imperfect so that they do not
create unnecessary overhead in the network. The RREQ and
RREP messages are responsible for the route discovery.The
AODV protocol is basically flat routing protocol.In AODV
routes established on demand and that destination sequence
numbers are applied for find the latest route to the
destination. The connection setup delay is lower. The
AODV protocols are a loop free and avoid the counting to
infinity problem. At most one route per destination maintain
at each node [14] [15] [16].It can lead to heavy control
overhead. In AODV there is an unnecessary bandwidth
consumption.
B. PROACTIVE OR TABLE DRIVEN
In Proactive routing protocols every node store
information in the form of tables and when any type of
change accrue in network topology need to update these
tables according to update. The node swaps topology
information so they have route information any time when
required. There is no route discovery delay associated with
finding a new route. In proactive routing fixed cost generate,
as normally greater than that of a reactive protocols.
Proactive protocols Traditional distributed shortest-path
protocols Based on periodic updates high routing overhead.
Proactive routing protocols are DSDV (destination
sequenced demand vector), OLSR (optimized link state
routing protocols) [11] [12] [13].
a)
OLSR
Optimized Link State routing protocol is a proactive link
state routing protocol, which uses hello and topology control
(TC) messages to discover and then disseminate link state
information throughout the mobile ad-hoc network.
Individual nodes utilize this topology information to work
out next hop destinations for all nodes in the network using
shortest hop forwarding paths. Being a proactive protocol,
routes to all destinations within the network are known and
maintain before using it. Having the routes available within
the standard routing table can be useful for some systems
and network applications as there is no route discovery delay
associated with finding a new route. The routing operating
cost generates, although commonly greater than that of a
reactive protocol and does not increase with the number of
routes being created. Being a link-state protocol, OLSR
requires a reasonably large amount of bandwidth and CPU
power to compute optimal paths inside the network [17]
[18].
C. HYBRID ROUTING PROTOCOLS
Hybrid routing protocols combination of both reactive
and proactive routing protocols. It was proposed to reduce
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the control overhead of proactive routing protocols and also
decrease the latency caused by route discovery in reactive
routing protocols. Hybrid routing protocols are ZRP (Zone
routing protocol) and TORA (Temporarily Ordered Routing
algorithm) [12] [13] [19].
IV.

CATEGORIZING NETWORK

ATTACKS

A.
EXTERNAL ATTACKS
These types of attacks try to cause congestion in the
network, denial of services (DoS), and advertising wrong
routing information etc. External attacks prevent the
network from normal communication and producing
additional overhead to the network. External attacks can
classify into two categories [27].
a)
PASSIVE ATTACKS
MANETs are more susceptible to passive attacks. A
passive attack does not alter the data transmitted within the
network. But it includes the unauthorized “listening” to the
network traffic or accumulates data from it. Passive attacker
does not disrupt the operation of a routing protocol but
attempts to discover the important information from routed
traffic [27].
b)
ACTIVE ATTACKS
Active attacks are very severe attacks on the network that
prevent message flow between the nodes. However active
attacks can be internal or external. These attacks generate
unauthorized access to network that helps the attacker to
make changes such as modification of packets, DoS,
congestion etc. The active attacks are generally launched by
compromised nodes or malicious nodes. Malicious nodes
change the routing information by advertising itself as
having shortest path to the destination [27].

B.
INTERNAL ATTACKS
Internal attacks are directly leads to the attacks on nodes
presents in network and links interface between them [27].

C.
WORMHOLE ATTACK
Wormhole refers to an attack on MANET routing
protocols in which colluding nodes create an illusion that
two remote regions of a MANET are directly connected
through nodes that appear to be neighbors but are actually
distant from one another[4][22]. A wormhole attack is a
particularly severe attack on MANET routing where two
attackers, connected by a high speed off-channel link, are
strategically placed at different ends of a network. In figure3
[23] node A sends RREQ to node B and nodes X and Y are
malicious nodes having an out-of-band channel between
them. Node X tunnel the RREQ to Y, which is legitimate
neighbor of B. B gets two RREQ – A-X-Y-B and A-C-D-EF-B. The first route is shorter and faster then the second, and
chosen by B. Since the transmission between two nodes has
relied on relay nodes, many routing protocols have been
proposed for ad hoc network. The resulting route through
the wormhole may have lower hop count than normal routes.
In with this leverage, attackers using wormhole can easily
manipulate the routing priority in MANET to perform
eavesdropping, packet modification or perform a DOS
attack. The entire routing system in MANET can even be
brought down using the wormhole attack [23] [4].

Figure4; The Wormhole attack in MANET
The other type of wormhole attack is known as in band
wormhole attack [24]. In this type of attack the attacker
builds an overlay tunnel over the existing wireless medium.
This attack is potentially very much harmful and is the most
preferred choice for the attacker.
D.
BLACK HOLE ATTACK
In a black hole attack, a malicious node sends fake
routing information, claiming that it has an optimum route
and causes other good nodes to route data packets through
the malicious one.For example, in AODV, the attacker can
send a fake RREP (including a fake destination sequence
number that is fabricated to be equal or higher than the one
contained in the RREQ) to the source node, claiming that it
has a sufficiently fresh route to the destination node. This
causes the source node to select the route that passes through
the attacker. Therefore, all traffic will be routed through the
attacker, and therefore, the attacker can misuse or discard
the traffic.

figure3; External and internal attacks in MANET
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E.
FLOODING ATTACK
The aim of the flooding attack [25] is to exhaust the
network resources, such as bandwidth and to consume a
node’s resources, such as computational and battery power
or to disrupt the routing operation to cause severe
degradation in network performance. For example, in
AODV protocol, a malicious node can send a large number
of RREQs in a short period to a destination node that does
not exist in the network. Because no one will reply to the
RREQs, these RREQs will flood the whole network. As a
result, all of the node battery power, as well as network
bandwidth will be consumed and could lead to denial-ofservice.
F.
LINK SPOOFING ATTACK
In a link spoofing attack, a malicious node advertises fake
links with non-neighbors to disrupt routing operations. For
example, in the OLSR protocol, an attacker can advertise a
fake link with a target’s two-hop neighbors. This causes the
target node to select the malicious node to be its MPR. As an
MPR node, a malicious node can then manipulate data or
routing traffic, for example, modifying or dropping the
routing traffic or performing other types of DoS attacks.
Figure 2 shows an example of the link spoofing attack in an
OLSR MANET. In the figure, we assume that node A is the
attacking node, and node T is the target to be attacked.
Before the attack, both nodes A and B are MPRs for node T.
During the link spoofing attack, node A advertises a fake
link with node T’s two-hop neighbor, that is, node D.
According to the OLSR protocol, node T will select the
malicious node A as its only MPR since node A is the
minimum set that reaches node T’s two-hop neighbors. By
being node T’s only MPR, node A can then drop or withhold
the routing traffic generated by node T.

figure5; Example of Link Spoofing Attack on OLSR
G.
LINK WITHHOLDING ATTACK
In this attack, a malicious node ignores the requirement to
advertise the link of specific nodes or a group of nodes,
which can result in link loss to these nodes. This type of
attack is particularly serious in the OLSR protocol.

REPLAY ATTACK
In a MANET, topology frequently changes due to node
mobility. This means that current network topology might
not exist in the future. In a replay attack [26], a node records
another node’s valid control messages and resends them
later. This causes other nodes to record their routing table
with stale routes. Replay attack can be misused to
impersonate a specific node or simply to disturb the routing
operation in a MANET.
H.

V.

PROPOSED WORK

The objective is to find out the malicious node that
performs the wormhole attack in network [1].
A.

ASSUMPTIONS

A node interacts with its 1-hop neighbors directly and
with other nodes via intermediate nodes using multi-hop
packet forwarding. Every node has a unique id in the
network, which is assigned to a new node by existing
nodes.The entire network is geographically divided into a
few disjoint or overlapping clusters. Each cluster is
monitored by only one cluster head (monitoring node) [1].
VI.

CONCLUSION

Wormhole attack refers to an attack on MANET routing
protocols in which colliding nodes create an illusion that two
remote regions of a MANET are directly connected through
nodes that appear to be neighbors but are actually distant
from one another. The wormhole attack is a particularly
severe attack on MANET routing where two attackers
connected by a high speed off-channel link, are strategically
placed at different ends of a network. Study is done about
various types of wormhole detection algorithms in MANET
and a new algorithm for detecting a malicious node and
various types of attacks in MANET by using AODV as
routing protocol. Ns2.35 simulator is used for simulation
and obtaining graphs. Wormhole attack affects the network
performance which can be analyzed using various network
parameters like total packets sent, total packets received,
throughput and packet delivery fraction by the help of
simulation and graphs etc. In future, the work can be
extended by simulating the proposed protocol and
comparing the effect of wormhole attack on various routing
protocols in MANET. Other network parameters such as
end to end delay in AODV protocol, packet drop rate can
also be considered for comparison of performance of various
routing protocols under this attack. In future other possible
attacks such as black hole attack, rushing attack and their
affects on network can also be considered.
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